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The 3GPP Long Term Evolution (LTE) is considered as a dominant future cellular wireless 
technology in terms of performance and user experience. With technological advancement of the 
wireless networks, dependencies and business impact of the mobile network services have 
increased phenomenally. It is, therefore, crucial to address the issues regarding network 
infrastructure or service failure. In this thesis, a self-healing solution is presented for the LTE 
Evolved Packet Core (EPC) with a view to maintaining service continuity in the event of core 
network elements - the MME and S-GW failures. The core network element failures have 
significant impact on a larger number of subscribers in comparison to the access network element 
failures. In the proposed self-healing scheme, the restoration mechanisms and associate failover 
recovery procedures with regards to service survivability are described in details from the LTE 
network and protocol perspective.  
This thesis studies two different self-healing approaches - the centralized active-backup and   
distributed active-active and conducts simulation for each approach in various failure scenarios. 
The performances of each of these scenarios are evaluated in terms of service restoration time, 
throughput, EPS (Evolved Packet System) bearer delay etc. The results show that the proposed 
self-healing system can ensure service continuity at a certain level if resources are properly 
provisioned. And in terms of restoration delay, in general, the active-backup configuration 
performs better than the active-active configuration. 
The thesis presents analytical and simulation methods to estimate signaling message overhead at 
the LTE EPC that arises due to the recovery process. It also analyzes the bandwidth requirements 
of the signaling traffic that is incurred by the other operational procedures of the self-healing 
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In order to meet the tremendous growth of high speed mobile data traffic and quality of service 
requirements, new cellular wireless technology standards based on the third (3G) and fourth 
generation (4G) have been developed. The 3GPP (Third Generation Partnership Project) Long 
Term Evolution (LTE) is the latest standard with its origin in the GSM/GPRS legacy networks 
family which is currently being deployed worldwide. According to a report of the Global Mobile 
Suppliers Association (GSA), LTE is the fastest growing mobile technology ever [1]. As of 
August 31, 2011, 26 LTE networks launched in 18 countries and it is expected that by the end of 
2012, 93 LTE networks will enter in commercial service [1]. LTE is an important evolution of the 
3G UMTS/HSPA network and a significant step towards 4G technologies. It offers improved 
spectrum efficiency, higher data rates, low latency and increased system capacity. LTE provides 
downlink data rates up to 100 Mbps and uplink data rates up to 50 Mbps [2]. Further 
enhancement of LTE, known as LTE-Advanced (LTE-A) promises downlink data rates up to 1 
Gbps and uplink data rates up to 500 Mbps [3].  
LTE is the next step in the user experience, capable of supporting demands of bandwidth-
intensive mobile broadband services and applications such as interactive TV, video streaming, 
online gaming etc. The first version of LTE was documented in 3GPP release 8 specifications [2].  
The 3GPP LTE project was formerly known as evolved UMTS terrestrial radio access (E-UTRA) 
and evolved UMTS terrestrial radio access network (E-UTRAN) which defines a brand new 




core network called the Evolved Packet Core (EPC). The EPC is designed to be backward 
compatible with earlier 3GPP releases and capable of supporting non-3GPP radio access 
technologies [4]. 3GPP release 9 improves some specific features of LTE including emergency 
services, support of circuit switch calls over LTE etc. [5]. Furthermore, 3GPP release 10 specifies 
the evolution of LTE, referred to as LTE-Advanced (LTE-A). The LTE-A is a candidate 
technology of International Mobile Telecommunications – Advanced (IMT-A), which is a set of 
requirements defined by the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) for the 4G cellular 
wireless networks [3].  
In 2010, an ITU press release stated that the number of mobile subscriptions was expected to 
surpass one billion by the first quarter of 2011 [6]. With this rapid advancement of wireless 
technology and continued subscriber growth, societal and business dependencies on the mobile 
services have increased in numerous forms. As a result, the impact of network infrastructure 
failure or service disruption has become critical for the subscribers as well as carriers in terms of 
emergency, revenue loss, market perception and economic impact. Examples can be drawn from; 
T-      , G      ’        w d     work outage incident, occurred on April 23, 2009, that 
affected almost 40 million subscribers [7]. Estimated loss was approximately 100 million dollars. 
Furthermore, catastrophic events such as earthquake, fire, floods, explosions etc., can cause 
severe service disruption and data loss. The subscribers now expect improved QoS and reliable 
services comparable to the wired telecommunication networks. It is probably not an 
overstatement to say that user demands and expectations on the mobile networks have far more 
increased with the advent of 4G technologies like LTE. Therefore, ensuring high degree of 




this expectation, it is essential to design robust wireless mobile network so that it can deliver 
necessary performances for the communication services in the event of unexpected failures.  
This thesis specifically focuses on the issues related to the LTE core network elements (NEs) 
failures and hence, proposes and implements self-healing solutions for the LTE EPC with a view 
to maintaining service continuity. It should be mentioned here that the research presented in this 
thesis is based on the 3GPP release 8 specifications. 
1.2 Background 
An overview of the evolution of cellular wireless networks is presented in the following section. 
1.2.1 Evolution of Cellular Wireless Networks 
The first Generation (1G) cellular wireless technology, developed by the Bell Labs, went into 
commercial service in the 1980s. A common 1G wireless standard was called Advanced Mobile 
Phone System (AMPS). The AMPS was created to produce a quick and efficient phone system. 
This effectively started a revolution of wireless technologies. It was one of the first wireless 























































































In the subsequent sections, an overview is presented on the 2G, 3G and 4G technologies of the 
GSM family and their evolution. Figure 1-1 illustrates the evolution path of the GSM. Each of the 
generation has entirely new technology developed or enhancements of previous technologies are 
adopted. 
1.2.2 Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) 
In the 1990s the second generation (2G) of mobile system was introduced. One of the main 
characteristics of the 2G mobile system is that the phone conversation become digitized and 
compressed which allows more subscribers to be accommodated in the air spectrum. The Global 
System for Mobile Communications (GSM) was one of the dominant 2G standards. It was 
standardized in Europe by the European Telecommunications Standard Institute (ETSI). Figure 1-
2 depicts the GSM network architecture. Generally, the GSM operates at 900 MHz and 1800 
MHz frequency band. As access technology, it uses combination of Time Division Multiple 
Access (TDMA) and Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA), and Gaussian Minimum 
Shift Keying (GMSK) for modulation [8]. It provides basic and extended phone services such as 
international roaming, interoperability with Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN), 
authentication and security. 
In GSM networks, the user device is called a mobile station or MS.  ‎The MS includes a card that 
allows the user to be ‎uniquely identified (Subscriber Identity Module, SIM), and a ‎device 
(phone). The SIM card allows each user to be identified ‎regardless of the terminal used while 
communicating with the ‎base transceiver station (BTS). When the user engages the mobile 
device, the ‎communication path occurs through a radio link between the ‎                     ’ 
phone) and the base station (network ‎transmitter).  Each BTS is assigned a set of channels, and 




cellular network are connected ‎to a base station controller (BSC) that determines resource 
‎allocations. 
The BSC and the BTS are together referred to as ‎the Base Station Subsystem (BSS).  Each BSC 
is connected to ‎a Mobile Switching Center (MSC), which belongs to a Network Station 
Subsystem (NSS) ‎responsible for call control and ‎establishing communication with other users. 
The NSS also contains the network elements HLR, VLR, AuC and EIR. The HLR or Home 
Location Register retains permanent information of users including subscriber identity number 
and subscribed services, location information. The Visitor Location Register (VLR) maintains 
temporary information of users, for example, current location of a           ’                 h  
AuC or Authentication Centre authenticate the registered users and generates encryption key for 





















Figure 1-2: GSM network architecture. 
As users move around, ‎geographically, the mobiles leave the transmission range of ‎one BTS to 
       h     g   f     h     h      ’         ‎periodically check the signal levels of surrounding 




called handover. GSM also supports roaming; the movement of users from ‎one operator network 
to another.‎ 
1.2.3 General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) 
Due to the tremendous growth of Internet in the late 1990s, subscribers demand for high speed 
wireless data services were increasing in the cellular network. But the GSM data service 
capability was limited to 9.6 kbps [9]. Furthermore, resource utilization in the circuit switching 
was inefficient for the bursty data traffic. To address these issues, a packet oriented data service 
called GPRS was introduced in the GSM network by the ETSI. The GPRS is sometimes referred 
to as 2.5G technology. In the access network part, GPRS uses the same air interface or radio 
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Figure 1-3: GSM-GPRS network architecture. 
Two new functional elements - the Serving GPRS Support Node (SGSN) and Gateway GPRS 




switching. GPRS also facilitates efficient tariff system for various services using the volume 
based charging as opposed to the time duration charging used in GSM. Figure 1-3 shows the 
GPRS system architecture. 
The SGSN is responsible for establishing and controlling communication between the MS and 
GPRS network. It handles ciphering, session management, mobility management functions such 
as paging, roaming. It routes data to the relevant GGSN when the external network connection is 
required. The GGSN is the external gateway of the GPRS network and routes data to and from 
the external network and SGSN. The GPRS offers up to 171 kbps downlink speed [10]. A further 
enhancement of GPRS, called the EDGE improved the data rates up to 384 kbps [5]. 
1.2.4                                                  and High Speed Packet Access 
(HSPA) 
UMTS is the 3G evolution of the GSM/GPRS networks and specified by 3GPP in Release 99 [5]. 
Driving forces behind the 3G evolution included increased demands for faster data rates, higher 
capacity, improved quality-of-services (QoS), and mobile roaming between different cellular 
technologies. UMTS is capable to provide data rates up to 2 Mbps in picocellular environments 
and 384 kbps in microcellular environments [11]. It introduced a new access network, called 
UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network (UTRAN) using Wideband CDMA (WCDMA) radio 
technology. Two new functional elements are introduced in the UTRAN - the Node B and Radio 
Network Controller (RNC) which replace the functionalities of the BTS and BSC of earlier GSM 
network. The functionalities of existing core network elements, such as, MSC, SGSN, HLR are 
extended to adopt the UMTS standards. The GSM/UMTS dual-mode user element (UE) is used 




radio interface. UMTS requires an entirely new spectrum range and supports both Frequency-
Division and Time-Division Duplex. Figure 1-4 illustrates the UMTS architecture.  
The network access technologies are further improved by the introduction of ‎High Speed Packet 
Access (HSPA). HSPA includes two evolutions of W-CDMA packet data access technology - 
High Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) and ‎High Speed Uplink Packet Access (HSUPA).‎ 
HSDPA, standardized in 3GPP release 5, is the first evolution of W-CDMA. It increases 
downlink data rates up to 14 Mbps which is a significant performance improvement of 384 kbps 
data transfer rate of WCDMA [12-13]. HSDPA uses a new transport channel, known as High 
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HSUPA was specified in 3GPP release 6 specifications. It increases the uplink data rates up to 5.8 
Mbps and improves network coverage. Like HSDPA, HSUPA includes a new transport channel 
to WCDMA, called Enhanced Dedicated Channel (E-DCH) in order to improve the data rates at 
the uplink side. The HSPA+ is a term used to represent the evolution of the HSPA technologies. 
It promises higher data rates up to 42 Mbps for downlink and 28 Mbps for uplink, and further 
reduces cost of the voice and data services [14]. The HSPA+ was defined by 3GPP in release 7.  
1.2.5 Long Term Evolution (LTE) 
The LTE is the evolution of the UMTS/HSPA network. Motivation for LTE is to further 
improvement of data rates and coverage provided by the HSDPA/HSUPA technology. As 
mentioned in the beginning, LTE aimed to achieve peak data rates up to 100 Mbps for downlink 
and 50 Mbps for uplink, improved spectrum efficiency, less latency time and reduced cost for the 
user as well as for the operators [2]. Table 1-1 shows the major requirements of LTE.  
It introduced a new access network architecture known as Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio 
Access Network (E-UTRAN). In LTE, Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access 
(OFDMA) is adopted as the access technology for the downlink while Single Carrier Frequency 
Division Multiple Access (SC-FDMA) is used for the uplink. Unlike other 3GPP technologies, 
the LTE E-UTRAN is a simple and flat architecture that consists of only one node, eNodeB 
which performs functionalities of the UMTS/HSPA Node B and Radio Network Controller 
(RNC). Figure 1-5 shows the LTE network architecture. The main benefit of this flat architecture 
is that it reduces the number of levels and nodes in the network, which in turn reduces call 




The OFDMA uses a large number of narrow-band and parallel sub-carriers for transmitting data. 
Each of these sub-carriers transmits data using 64-QAM, 16-QAM or QPSK modulation scheme 
considering radio link condition [13, 16]. OFDMA significantly reduces multipath interference  
Table 1-1: LTE requirements [15] 
Bandwidth (MHz) Scalable bandwidths of 1.25, 2.5, 5, 10, 15, 20 MHz 
Data Rates  Downlink peak data rates of 100 Mbps (5 bps/Hz) and uplink 
data rates of 50 Mbps (2.5 bps/Hz) within 20 MHz uplink and 
downlink spectrum. 
Latency (ms) Control plane latency less than 100 ms. User plane latency less 
than 5 ms. 
Capacity (control plane) At least 200 users for spectrum allocation of 5 MHz. 
Mobility Up to 500 km/h depending on frequency band and optimized 
support for 0 to 15 km/h. 
Spectrum efficiency 3 to 4 times higher spectrum efficiency in downlink and 2 to 3 
times higher spectrum efficiency in uplink compared to Rel. 6 
HSDPA 
 
effects and highly suitable for advanced antenna techniques.  Flexible use of the spectrum is one 
of the important features of LTE radio access technology. It supports carrier bandwidth from 1.4 
MHz to 20 MHz. C                         w  k’  frequency bands may vary depending on the 
areas or countries. LTE is flexible enough to operate in different frequency bands. Multiple 
antenna schemes plays a vital role to increase the coverage, capacity and data rates in uplink and 




are supported in LTE such as, multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO), beam forming etc. As 
already mentioned in the beginning, 3GPP also defined a flat core network architecture, called the 
Evolved Packet Core or EPC along with LTE. A detail description of the EPC architecture and 





























Figure 1-5: LTE Network Architecture. 
1.2.6 Long Term Evolution – Advanced (LTE-A) 
The LTE Advanced (LTE-A), standardized by 3GPP Release 10, is the evolution of LTE first 
release (3GPP release 8) for 4G cellular networks. The ultimate goal of LTE-A is to provide 
significant improvements in terms of capacity and coverage, lower latency and deployment cost 
in comparison to other 3GPP releases. The LTE-A is backward compatible with the LTE E-
UTRAN. New features in LTE-A include [3, 17]: 
 Multi-carrier Aggregation: The transmission bandwidth expansion from 20 MHz to 100 
MHz has been considered in LTE-A as an effective way to ensure high data rates and 
capacity. The carrier aggregation technology facilitates this extension by combining 




 Multi-Antenna Technology: Improved antenna technologies continues to be a dominant 
part in LTE-A. The LTE-A includes the multi-user MIMO (MU-MIMO) along with the 
single-user MIMO (SU-MIMO) technique. Using the MU-MIMO technology, it is 
possible to transmit data to more than one user through the same frequency band at a 
time. 
 Coordinated multipoint transmission or reception (CoMP): This concept has been 
introduced in LTE-A where the       dg      ’  d                   d     p         
coordinated by multiple eNodeBs. This technique increases performance and coverage.   
LTE-A network coverage and capacity can be further improved by deploying low power nodes 
scattering around the network. The Femtocell, picocell and relay stations can be useful in this 
purpose. 
1.3 Motivation 
The Self-Organizing Network (SON) concepts are introduced in 3GPP release 8 along with the 
LTE standards. It is considered as one of the important areas of research to improve the efficiency 
of the network Operation, Administration and Maintenance (OAM). In fact, SON is envisioned to 
be the new model for the next generation OSS (Operations Support System) [18].  Subsequent 
3GPP releases have expanded the scope of SON. Main functionalities of SON are: i) self-
configuration, ii) self-optimization and iii) self-healing. This research focuses on the self-healing 
feature of SON. In general, the purpose of the self-healing functions is to detect failure and 
applies healing mechanisms in order to recover services from failures. Some self-healing 
approaches for LTE are available in 3GPP specifications, technical draft report and literatures 
[19-20] for access network but to the best of our knowledge, core network self-healing issues 




should be mentioned here that the LTE access network consists of eNodeBs which cover a small 
geographic area. As a result, failures in the access networks affect small numbers of subscribers. 
On the other hand, infrastructure failures in the core network affect large number of subscribers in 
comparison to the access network and the impact of network disruption is significant. By 
minimizing the impact of failure in the core network, the overall performance of the network can 
be greatly enhanced. In fact, the vision of this thesis is to increase the degree of network 
availability by adopting the failure restoration process discussed here as a function of self-healing 
aspect of SON. 
1.4 Literature Survey and Related Works 
The term self-healing refers, in general, to the ability of a system to cope up with unexpected 
situations. Ghosh et al. [21] provides a more specific definition of self-healing systems which 
describes that self-healing characteristics enables a system to recognize the faults and make 
necessary adjustments in order to automatically recovering itself to the normal operation from 
malfunction. Ganek and Corbi [22] include self-healing as one of the main four fundamental 
features for future autonomic computing systems. They state that the purpose of self-healing is to 
minimize the effect of outages in order to maximize reliability and availability of the system. 
Kant [23] defines self-healing from networks points of view which describes self-healing as the 
capability of the network to provide continuous service to the end nodes by restoring affected 
services during network links and nodes failure incidents. There are other terms in the literature 
that are closely related to the self-healing concept – most importantly, fault-tolerance and 
survivability. A fault-tolerant system is designed to provide service seamlessly or with no loss of 
service in the presence of component failure [21]. Most fault-tolerant systems rely on replicating 




defined as the ability of a system to maintain a certain level of service while the system 
experience failure [24]. There is a debate among the researchers whether self-healing should be 
considered as an independent study area or should be considered as a part of the traditional fault-
tolerance system concepts. Gosh et al. [21] argues that though the fundamental concepts of these 
terms are highly similar but the self-healing system elaborates the recovery process to a greater 
degree which neither of these two systems does.  
As the above discussion indicates, though each of these fields - fault-tolerance, survivability, 
reliability and self-healing are different and has their own domain and applicability in networking  
but their underlying purpose is almost similar – to increase the availability of the network 
services. In the literature review, we attempt to explore the knowledge, methods and mechanisms 
used in other fields along with the self-healing in order to understand the failure recovery process 
of the mobile systems. 
Earliest efforts that address fault-tolerance of wireless networks can be found in Tipper et al. [25].  
Their study proposed a multi-layer framework based on the second generation (2G) network 
architecture and carried out simulation for different kinds of failure scenarios. The concept of 
framework is an important factor in order to analyze the failure issues and design fault-tolerant 
network in a systematic way. Authors divide the whole network into three layers: access, 
transport and intelligent layer. Each layer has different functionalities and consists of specific 
nodes, links and transmission medium. The access layer comprises of nodes, links and 
functionalities that are responsible for the physical air interface. Important components of this 
level include, BS, BS-BSC links. Due to the tree-leaf structure of the 2G mobile wireless 
networks, failures of the BS or BS-BSC link affect a certain amount of subscribers resides in the 




the user mobility. Moreover, congestion can be increased as failed or disconnected users may try 
several times to connect. The transport layer consists of network elements that are responsible for 
the call management functionalities, for instance, connection setup, call re-routing, and mobility 
management. The network elements in this layer include MSC, MSC-BSC links. Failure of the 
MSC affects subscriber of a wide area. The BSC-MSC link failure impacts entire subscribers 
under a particular BSC. The elements of the intelligent layers are HLR/VLR, service data 
management nodes (SCP, SDP). Loss of the VLR node impacts roaming functionalities of the 
users.  Along with identifying the cause and effects of failures, authors also provided various 
metrics such as call blocking probability, call termination probability, call setup delay etc., to 
quantify the survivability of the network. Their simulation results suggest that the mobility plays 
a vital role in the network performance degradation during failure.  
Snow et al. [24] proposed architectural changes to improve the reliability and survivability of 
wireless networks. Fault-tolerant SONET ring architecture can be very useful to connect the 
Mobile Switching Center (MSC) and Base Stations (BS). The SONET ring provides robust 
failure restoration mechanism and minimizes the impact of the single fiber cut or circuit system 
failure. Besides, the multimode or multifunction devices capable of operating in different 
technologies can be a useful way to improve network survivability. Based on the subscriber 
location information and availability of different access networks, devices can adapt with a 
particular network technologies to transmit data. In addition, universal access point based overlay 
networks can be a very useful way to ensure connectivity of the network. In this method, 
whenever a subscriber connects to the network, they first initiate connection with the universal 
access point. Depending on the network availability and other issues, the access point selects 




In [23], a self-healing mechanism was presented and evaluated based on the cost-performance 
complexity, specifically for links failure restoration of different components connectivity of a 
GSM/GPRS network. The metrics that are used to assess the performance of the network in a post 
failure scenario includes blocking probability of existing users, blocking probability of new 
requests and restoration delay. Blocking probability of the existing users is defined by the number 
of affected requests that are not successfully recovered. Similarly, blocking probability of the new 
request is the fraction of new service requests that cannot be served by the network after failure. 
The performance data of the self-healing methods were collected through simulation. 
In [26], the author proposes solutions for improving the scalability of the GGSN in a 
GPRS/UMTS network. The mechanism allows the GGSN to re-direct existing MSs to another 
GGSN in the event of excessive load. A new device is introduced, called the GGSN controller 
which task is to monitor the load of a GGSN and triggers re-direction of the MSs by first 
transferring the PDP contexts to a new GGSN if necessary. In this way, the GGSN controller 
dynamically adjusts the load of the GGSN. New protocol level messages were introduced to 
coordinate the load balancing and PDP contexts transferring process. The author also discusses 
various scenarios that may occur during the MS re-direction process. Unfortunately, this study 
d d ’  provide any performance evaluation data. Recently, Kustos et al. [27] conducted the 
performance evaluation of the above mentioned approach on a 3G/UMTS testbed, simplifying the 
architectural requirements and protocol messages. Their results show that the proposed scheme 
improves throughput and scalability of the packet switch domain as the average packet latency is 
decreased due to dynamically balancing the load. 
3GPP specification [20] pointed out self-healing features and requirements of the OAM to 




healing concept, functions and logical architectures. Various strategies that can be adopted in 
recovery process of software and hardware faults are outlined. Some use cases related to the 
access network are mentioned and stages of the healing process are identified. The SOCRATES 
project objectives include developing methods for LTE SON [28]. However, use cases and 
scenarios for the self-healing that are discussed still limited to the LTE access network, for 
instance, coverage restoration in the case of cell site failure. 
3GPP standards [29-30] discuss procedures to limit the effects of the UMTS and EPC core 
network elements failures and possible restoration mechanisms. In the case of EPC, standard [29] 
basically defines the functionalities of the peer nodes of the failed network elements in order to 
restore subscriber status and data to a consistent state. On the other hand, the technical draft [30] 
contains study on various EPC network elements failure scenarios. It analyzes the consequences 
of the failures and evaluates possible recovery procedures. So far the proposed solutions are 
based on the assumption that the affected node (MME, S-GW and P-GW) will be restarted after 
failure and recovery mechanism will take place when the failed node returns into the service. This 
study does not answer yet what would happen if the failure node does not restart or remain out of 
the service for a long period of time. In this context, proposed solutions can be described as re-
active by nature. 
In a recent paper [31] by Taleb and Samdanis, provides a service restoration for the MME 
failures. Restoration procedures are different for the active and idle mode UEs. This paper 
discusses an enhancement of the paging process where connected eNodeBs start sending paging 
message to the IDLE mode UEs when the MME fails. In order to minimize the effects of large 
numbers of UEs re-attachment, authors introduced bulk signaling method where eNodeBs 




avoid congestion in the MME side. It is assumed that parsing of bulk message will be faster than 
individual message which in turns increases efficiency. For the re-attachment, suitable MME is 
selected from the MME pool based on the load balancing feature of the eNodeB. For ACTIVE 
mode UE service restoration, contextual information availability of the failed UEs in the new 
MME is essential. It should be noted that this study does not include the S-GW node failure. As 
the S-GW already contains UE context information, the new MME can recover UE context from 
the S-GW. A message sequence diagram is presented which describes the UE re-attachment 
procedures. The bulk signaling method can also be applied in case of ACTIVE mode UE re-
attachment. The performances of the proposed approach were evaluated through a set of metrics 
including signaling overhead against inter-arrival rate of UEs, TAU (Tracking Area Update) drop 
rate against inter-arrival rate of incoming UEs and the MME failure duration against the rate of 
incoming UEs.  
1.5 Research Objectives 
As stated earlier, this thesis proposed and analyzed self-healing approaches for LTE core network 
with a focus on the MME and S-GW failures. Along with ensuring automatic recovery from 
failures, one of the main design objectives of the proposed solution is to maintain seamless 
service continuity. We are also interested in failure scenarios where a major failure (e.g., a natural 
disaster) disables a site and any on-site redundancies. The self-healing proposal is comprised of 
independent/dependent functional entities such as fault-tolerant network architecture, fault 
detection and isolation, information dissemination, availability of crucial data, failover and 
recovery procedures. The proposed solutions address all the issues, particularly our main 




mechanism for LTE core network.  The bandwidth requirements for the signaling traffic incurs by 
the design and its ramification to the LTE core network are also analyzed.  
The specific goals of this research include: 
 To determine core network elements failure effects and propose solution in order to 
recover services. 
   To identify the efficient self-healing architectural configurations in order to achieve a   
  certain degree of reliability based on the operator implementation policy.  
   To implement associate failure recovery mechanisms which conform to existing LTE    
  architecture and protocols. 
   To identify possible complexities and available technologies to overcome the hurdle of   
  real life implementation. 
1.6 Approach 
In the literature survey a detail study of the LTE network protocols and architecture was carried 
out for relevant information gathering. Existing self-healing, fault-tolerance and service 
survivability mechanisms of similar cellular wireless and wire-line technologies were 
investigated. It should be noted that inherently, the cellular wireless network has some unique 
characteristics and influenced by the factors like air interface, interference, limited frequency 
spectrum, population density, random user mobility etc. [25]. As a result, well-investigated self-
healing mechanisms of the wire-line technologies may not be directly applicable here or the 
outcome of those mechanisms may significantly differ in wireless networks.  
For the deployment scenarios of the EPC network in this thesis, it is assumed that the MME and 
S-GW functions are implemented in the same platform. This type of combined solution strategy 




GW fail ungracefully at the same time without informing other connected NEs and remain out of 
the service. In order to tackle the large scale failure scenarios, the proposed self-healing solution 
utilized remote backup or active MME/S-GW infrastructure in a centralized or distributed 
manner. The recovery mechanisms relied on the replication of critical context information of the 
subscribers in order to provide service resilience by minimizing the disruption time. Due to the 
limitation of the simulation model, the proposed approach addresses only the ACTIVE mode 
terminals or UEs which have radio control connection to the network.  
A study was conducted to investigate the state of the art disaster recovery solutions and the off-
site data replication methods as remote data protection is an important requirement of the 
proposed solution. For the performance evaluation, the proposed approach was modeled in 
OPNET simulation environment [32]. Simulation experiments were focused on the centralized 
approach. MATLAB [33] was used to measure the bandwidth requirements and signaling 
message overhead induced by the self-healing design. 
1.7 Thesis Contribution 
 The limitation of current EPC network element restoration methods is that it does not 
ensure service continuity. In fact, described solutions work based on the assumption that 
the MME or the S-GW restarts after failure. The service disruptions during the restart 
time or the service outage for prolonged period of time due to unavailability of the 
affected MME/S-GW have not been addressed yet. The self-healing solution proposed 
here maintains service continuity in the case of the MME/S-GW failures by proactively 




 Various aspects of the self-healing mechanisms are discussed in details and solutions are 
designed to address these issues from LTE network and protocol perspective. The 
effectiveness of the proposed approach is demonstrated by simulation. 
1.8 Thesis Outline 
The structure of this thesis is organized as below: 
The first chapter gives a brief introduction and background to the problem, motivation for this 
research, literature survey and related works, research objectives, approaches and contribution. 
The second chapter provides an overview of the LTE core network architecture and protocols, 
and some important concepts that are used throughout the thesis. 
The third chapter describes various aspects of the self-healing proposals for the LTE core 
network. 
The fourth chapter discusses the simulation model and provides performance evaluation of 
different configurations and scenarios of the self-healing system. 
The fifth chapter analyzes the bandwidth requirements induced by the proposed design. 










LTE EPC Architecture and Protocols 
The objective of this chapter is to present an overview of the EPS architecture, protocols and 
some related concepts. A detail description of the network elements and interfaces, especially the 
core network or EPC, are described along with the protocol stacks. We have outlined some other 
important key concepts, with particular focuses on the end-to-end EPS bearers and QoS, user 
context information, Self-organizing Network (SON) that are relevant to this thesis.  
2.1 The EPS Architecture 
In 2005, 3GPP started investigation of next generation network under two study programs [34]. 
The LTE program focused on the radio network and air interface evolution known as Evolved 
UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network (E-UTRAN). The Service Architecture Evolution 
(SAE) program started investigation on the evolution of packet core network, commonly known 
as the Evolved Packet Core (EPC). Though LTE is the dominant term in the literature but in 
3GPP specifications, the term Evolved Packet System (EPS) is used instead of LTE to refer to the 
system which consists of E-UTRAN, EPC and the terminals [35]. The terms LTE and EPS have 
been used interchangeably throughout this thesis.  
The higher level objectives of the EPC are [36-37]:  
 The EPC should provide a converged packet core that supports various access 
technologies and ensures seamless mobility based on operator implementation strategy, 
          ’   h        . For example, both 3GPP access (LTE-EUTRAN, UMTS-




WLAN) are supported by the EPC. This feature is not supported by other 3GPP 
technologies. 
 Simplified flat architecture with improved performance in terms of higher data rates, 
lower latency and reduced costs for the operators.  
 End-to-end IP based connectivity as well as maintaining negotiated QoS across the whole 
system. 
 The EPC should ensure efficient support for different kinds of services in the PS (packet 
switched) network. 
Figure 2-1 illustrates overall architecture of the EPS along with the E-UTRAN, EPC, interfaces 
and interfaces to other access networks (e.g., UTRAN, GERAN). A detailed description of the 























Figure 2-1: Evolved Packet System (EPS) architecture. 
2.1.1 The Evolved UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network (E-UTRAN) 
The LTE radio access network consists of eNodeBs. An eNodeB is a radio base station that is in 




of the functionalities or protocols implemented in the 3G Radio Network Controller (RNC) are 
transferred to the eNodeB. Benefits of the RNC and Node-B merger include reduced latency with 
fewer hops in control and data plane. The eNodeB is also responsible for header compression, 
ciphering and reliable delivery of packets. On the control plane, functions such as admission 
control and radio resource management (RRM) are also incorporated into the eNodeB. A new 
interface, called X2 has been defined to interconnect eNodeBs. The main purpose of this interface 
is to facilitate seamless user mobility by reducing data loss during handover. Figure 2-2 shows E-
UTRAN architecture. 
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Figure 2-2: LTE E-UTRAN architecture [2]. 
2.1.2 The Evolved Packet Core (EPC) Network 
One of the most important features of the EPC is that the circuit-switched based voice service and 
packet-switched based data service of earlier 2G and 3G networks are unified under one single IP 
mobile domain [36] which is an evolution of the packet-switched domain of earlier GPRS/UMTS 




entities in the EPC. This feature provides flexibility to the carriers or network operators to 
optimize their signaling and data traffic capacity independently.  
The LTE-EPC consists of the following primary functional elements [36, 38-39]: 
 Mobility Management Entity (MME) 
 Serving Gateway (S-GW) 
 Packet Data Network (PDN) Gateway 
The EPC also includes other nodes such as the Home Subscriber Server (HSS) and Policy Control 
and Charging Rules Functions (PCRF). The HSS contains user subscription information and acts 
as authorization, authentication and accounting (AAA) server and executes QoS and charging 
rules via the PCRF.  
Mobility Management Entity (MME): In the control plane of the LTE EPC, main network 
element is the MME. It handles functions related to signaling, resource assignment, user mobility 
and session management. There is a direct control plane logical connection between the MME 
and UE. The MME sends paging messages to the UE when the UE is in ECM (EPS Connection 
Management) idle state. It also manages tracking area (TA) list and provides handover support. In 
order to ensure authentication of the subscriber, the MME communicates with the HSS and 
initiate security and ciphering/integrity protection procedures. It maintains the privacy by 
assigning a temporary identity called GUTI (Globally Unique Temporary ID) to the UE instead of 
using permanent UE identity or IMSI [40]. It is the responsibility of the MME to select 
appropriate S-GW and P-GW for a UE in initial network attachment. The MME performs bearer 
establishment and release, and coordinates issues related to the bearer activation/deactivation, 
negotiation of bearer QoS etc. It provides control functionalities required for the mobility 




Serving-Gateway (S-GW): S-GW is a data plane network element of LTE EPC. The main 
function of the S-GW is to relay user data to and from the eNodeB and P-GW. It allocates 
resources as per the requirements of the MME and P-GW. It works as mobility anchor for the 
user plane during inter-eNodeB handover as well as in the case of mobility between the LTE and 
other 3GPP technologies. The S-GW buffers subscriber data when the UE is in ECM-IDLE state. 
It transfers buffered data to the UE when it connects to the network or in ECM connected state 
after successful paging. 
Packet Data Network (PDN) Gateway (P-GW): P-GW is the exit and entry point between the 
EPC and the external packet data network. Typically, it is responsible for allocating IP address to 
the UE. The P-GW establishes and maintains GPRS Tunneling Protocol (GTP) tunnels to the S-
GW. It can also establish and delete tunnels to the SGSN for inter-RAT mobility scenario. The P-
GW can enforce policy for resource allocation, usage and packet filtering etc. In order to do 
policy control it can be connected to a Policy and Charging Rule (PCRF) via the Gx interface. P-
GW also acts as a mobility anchor between the 3GPP and other non-3GPPP networks such as 
WiMAX, CDMA etc. 
 




2.1.3 LTE Interfaces 
LTE interfaces are often referred to as the reference points. LTE introduces some new interfaces 
and some interfaces are incorporated from existing UMTS/HSDPA network. Figure 2-1 shows 
interfaces and corresponding network elements. A description of important interfaces of the 
access and core network relevant to this thesis is given below [4, 38]: 
S1: S1 interface is used to connect the eNodeB to the EPC network elements. An IP based 
transport stack is implemented on the S1. This interface is divided into two groups - the S1-U 
(user or data plane) interface and S1-C (control plane) or S1-MME interface. The purpose of the 
S1-U interface is to transport user data between the eNodeB and S-GW. This interface uses the 
GTP over UDP/IP. On the contrary, S1 control interface (S1-C) is a signalling interface which is 
used to transport control signals between the eNodeB and MME.  
X2: The X2 interface connects an eNodeB to other eNodeBs. Like the S1 interface, it is divided 
into X2-U (X2 user plane interface) and X2-C (X2 control plane interface). The X2-U interface is 
used to transport user data between eNodeBs during handover. It uses the same GTP tunneling 
protocol as used on the S1-U interface. The X2-C is a signaling interface which supports a set of 
functions and procedures between the eNodeBs. 
S10: The MME connects to other MMEs over S10 interface. It is used for MME relocation 
scenarios. The S10 is considered as an extension of S1 interface. 
S11: The MME and S-GW communicates over the S11 interface. GPRS Tunneling Protocol for 
the control plane (GTP-C) is used at this reference point.  
S5: It is the reference point between the S-GW and P-GW for transferring both user plane and 





S8:  It is also used as reference point between the S-GW and the P-GW. The difference between 
the S5 and S8 interface is that the S8 interface is used for only roaming subscribers. It is used for 
transferring data between the S-GW and P-GW where S-GW belongs to a Visited PLMN 
(VPLMN) and P-GW located in a Home PLMN (HPLMN). The GTP-U and GTP-C protocols 
run over this interface. 
S6a: The MME communicates with the HSS over the S6a interface in order to transfer 
          ’     h             d    h   z      d     The DIAMETER protocol is used in this 
reference point. 
Gx: The QoS policy and charging related rules are transferred from the PCRF to the P-GW over 
this interface. At the time of bearer establishment, the PCRF provides the P-GW with required 
information for charging service data. 
2.2 LTE Network Protocol Architecture 
Logically, LTE network protocols can be divided into control plane and user plane [38]. The 
main purpose of the control plane is to set up the user plane. It establishes, modifies, and releases 
the user plane. The user plane transfers user data between users or application servers. Figure 2-4 
and Figure 2-5 show the end-to-end control plane and user plane protocol stacks in the EPS. 
 





Figure 2-5: User plane protocols stack [38]. 
2.2.1 Description of Protocols Used in Control Plane and User Plane 
Though focus of this thesis is on the protocols which are related to the core network or the EPC, a 
brief description of the radio protocol architecture is included in the discussion.  
Non-access Stratum (NAS): Non-access Stratum or NAS is the top most control plane layer 
which spans over the access network and the core network. Signaling messages are directly 
transported from the UE to the MME via NAS. NAS layer communications between the UE and 
the MME are transparent to the eNodeB, it just forwards the NAS messages to the MME. The 
NAS layer protocols are divided into two parts [41]: 
 EPS Mobility Management (EMM): The EMM protocols manage issues regarding UE 
mobility within the E-UTRAN. It is responsible for the functions related to the 
connection management such as UE attachment or detachment to the network. Other 
functions of EMM layer include handling the UE initiated service request or network 
initiated paging procedures; authentication and the UE privacy, ensuring NAS layer 
security. 
 
































 EPS Session Management (ESM) The ESM protocol is responsible for handling bearer 
context between the UE and MME. It works along with the E-UTRAN bearer 
management functions and supports UE initiated bearer procedures such as creation, 
modification and release of EPS bearers with specific QoS. 
On the radio interface, the control plane uses the PDCP, RLC, MAC and PHY stack to transport 
both RRC (Radio Resource Control) and core network NAS signaling. The PDCP, RLC, MAC 
and PHY layers support the same functions for both the user and control planes.  
Radio Resource Control (RRC): The RRC layer provides the E-UTRAN Radio signaling 
connections to the upper layers in the protocol stack, for example, Radio Resource Management 
is used to facilitate the transferring of th   pp        ’       g  f  w [42]. This signaling 
connection is used between the UE and core network. The ACTIVE mode UE maintains the RRC 
connection with the eNodeB but IDLE modes UEs do not have a RRC connection. 
Packet Data Convergence Protocol (PDCP): The PDCP provides data transfer, header 
compression as well as ciphering services to both control plane (RRC) and user-plane 
(application) entities.  
Radio Link Control (RLC): The RLC layer is responsible for segmentation and reassembly as 
well as the error correction procedures.  
Medium Access Control (MAC): In the eNodeB, The MAC layer performs scheduling which 
distributes the available bandwidth to a number of active UEs. It also implements HARQ 
operation for the retransmission of data.  
The S1 and X2 interfaces are used to connect the E-UTRAN to the EPC and E-UTRAN to 




S1-AP: The S1-AP (S1 Application Protocol) protocol is used on the control plane to transfer 
signaling message between the E-UTRAN and EPC. Figure 2-6 illustrates protocol stack over the 
S1-C interface including the S1-AP. Following are the typical functionalities of the S1-AP [43]:  
 NAS signalling message transferring between the MME and the UE. 
 EPS bearer setup, modify and release. 
 S1 based handover management functions such as handover preparation, resource 
allocation and notification, path switch request. 
 Paging and location reporting activities related to the UE. 
 Network management functionalities, for example, S1 setup, eNodeB and MME 
configuration update, overload etc. 
 
Figure 2-6: Protocol architecture between the eNodeB and the MME. 
X2AP: The X2AP is primarily responsible for the X2-based handover. Figure 2-7 shows protocol 
stack over the X2 interface including X2AP. Following are the main functionalities of this 
protocol [44]: 




 Using the management functionalities, adjacent eNodeBs exchange resource status 
which provides information regarding network configuration, traffic load etc. In this 
way, an overloaded eNodeB can move UEs to a lightly loaded eNodeBs. 






















Figure 2-7: Inter-connected eNodeB protocol architecture. 
Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP): In order to ensure high reliability in terms of 
message re-transmission and delay, LTE S1-C uses SCTP as a transport protocol between the E-
UTRAN and EPC. SCTP is a connection-oriented protocol similar to the TCP. It provides flow 
and congestion, re-transmission mechanism, detection and data corruption etc., as TCP. In 
addition, it provides two important features, multi-homing and multi-streaming which TCP does 
not support [45]. 
GPRS Tunneling Protocol-Control Plane (GTP-C): This protocol is used on the core network 
part of the network. It is an IP-based protocol, which carries traffic in GPRS and UMTS 
networks. The GTP is also used in LTE. In telecommunication, tunneling represents a two-way 
point-to-point communication path established between two entities [38]. GTP-C implements 




is to forward relocation information of the moving users. Figure 2-8 shows the GTP-C in the 
protocol stack over S11 and S5/S8 interfaces. 
 
Figure 2-8: GTP-C over S11 and S5/S8 interfaces. 
GPRS Tunneling Protocol-User Plane (GTP-U): The GTP-U is used to carry user data between 
the E-UTRAN and EPC as well as within the E-UTRAN and core network. The protocol runs 
over S1-U, S10, X2-U, S5 and S8 interfaces. Figure 2-9 shows GTP-U protocol stack over S1-U 
and S5/S8 interfaces. 
 




2.3 LTE EPS Bearer and QoS 
In LTE, an EPS bearer is established through the EPS network (core network and E-UTRAN 
access network) to transport user data to and from the UE and PDN. It has a defined set of data 
transmission characteristics such as, specific QoS and flow control etc. A default EPS bearer with 
default QoS is established when a UE connects to a PDN. The UE maintains this connection 
throughout the lifetime of the PDN connection which provides the user with always-on IP 
connectivity to that PDN. Furthermore, additional EPS bearers can be established in the course of 
time in response to specific service requests which are called dedicated bearers. In fact, one 
default and several dedicated bearers can be established within one connection at the same time.   
An EPS bearer between a UE and PDN, has three segments [2]:  
  Radio bearer between the UE and eNodeB.  
  Data bearer between the eNodeB and S-GW (S1 bearer).  
  Data bearer between the S-GW and P-GW (S5/S8 bearer). 




















The end-to-end QoS management is very important in LTE in order to provide bandwidth 
intensive multi-media rich services. A UE can run different applications at the same time that 
may need specific QoS requirements based on the nature of service. For instance, multi-media 
streaming session requires more stringent QoS requirements in terms of delay than an http 
session. In order to support such scenarios, multiple bearers can be set up assigning different 
QoS.  Furthermore, data plane traffics are transferred over a bunch of virtual connections within 
these bearers which are called SDFs or Service Data Flows. As illustrated in Figure 2-11, one 
bearer is comprised of such several SDFs in order to transport different data that requires same 
QoS. For example, a VOIP session initiated by a UE can be mapped to a SDF of a particular 
bearer. Similarly, a streaming session from a server can be mapped to another SDF of the same 
bearer. The IP packets directed to a particular bearer receive same QoS treatment in the EUTRAN 
and EPC in terms of scheduling, queue management etc. In order to map the IP packets to a 
particular bearer a filtering mechanism should be implemented in both sides (uplink and 
downlink).  Each of the SDFs is defined by 5-tuple (source IP address, destination IP address, 
source port, destination port, protocol used above IP) [46]. The appropriate IP packets of 
corresponding SDFs are mapped and delivered based on this definition. 
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Figure 2-11: LTE EPS bearers and corresponding service data flows (SDFs). 
Again, each bearer is associated with the TFT (Traffic Flow Template) which defines a set of 




TFTs. The IP header information such as source and destination IP addresses and TCP ports are 
used by the TFTs in order to filter packets to the bearers with appropriate QoS. Two kinds of 
TFTs are used – UL TFT for uplink direction and DL TFT for downlink direction. Both of these 
TFTs associated with bearers in the UE and P-GW send packets to the respective directions. 
Figure 2-12 illustrates the relationship between a TFT and a bearer. The Tunnel End Point 
Identifier (TEID) is used to identify a S1 and S5 bearer in the EPC part which corresponds with 
a Radio Bearer ID (RBID) in the access network. 
 
Figure 2-12: Two unicast EPS bearers (GTP based S5/S8) [38]. 
Based on the QoS, bearers can be divided in two categories [36]: 
 Minimum guaranteed bit rate (GBR) bearers that can be used for specific QoS oriented 
applications. The network can provide higher bit rate for a bearer in condition of resource 
availability. In that case, a maximum bit rate or MBR can be assigned for a GBR bearer. User 
can get higher bit rate up to the limit of MBR from that particular GBR bearer. 
 Non-guaranteed bit rate (GBR) bearer does not provide any specific bit rate. Less QoS 
oriented applications such as, http session or file transfer can be used in these bearers. 




The eNodeB provides required QoS for a bearer in the radio interface. Each bearer has two 
parameters, QCI (QoS Class Identifier) and ARP (Allocation and Retention Priority). As 
indicated in Table 2-1, QCI has specific characteristics in terms of priority, packet error loss rate, 
delay budget. The eNodeB treats a bearer based on the QCI label associated with it. So far a 
dozen QCI have been standardized which facilitates a common understanding among the vendors 
about the requirements of the services. 
Table 2-1: LTE standardized QCI [55]. 
 
2.4 UE Context Information 
When a UE connects to the network, the MME creates a UE context. UE context contains 
subscription information of user that is retrieved from the Home Subscriber Server (HSS). This 
process ensures that MME does not need to communicate with the HSS every time when there is 




procedures. The MME assigns a short temporary identity which is called SAE Temporary Mobile 
Subscriber Identity (S-TMSI) to the UE in order to identify the context. In addition, UE context 
contains information elements (IEs) such as International Mobile Subscriber Identity (IMSI), UE 
security contexts, UE network capability, selected core network operator id,  EPS bearer 
context(s) which in turn includes S-GW and P-GW addresses and TEIDs of the EPS bearers, 
access point name (APN) etc. [38]. The S-GW, eNodeB and P-GW hold UE context data and 
EPS bearer context table. Detail description of each of the information elements (IEs) are 
provided in chapter 5. UE contexts are important piece of information in proposed self-healing 
mechanism. 
2.5 S1-Flexibility (S1-Flex) 
In traditional 2G and 3G networks, core network and access network connections have one-to-
multi hierarchical relationship.  In this concept, core network (CN) elements like MSC or SGSN 
handles a group of radio controllers (BSC or RNC) which are responsible for a set of base 
stations (BTS or NodeB) [45]. In these hierarchical architectures, access network elements can be 
connected to only one core network element which means a core network elements, for example, 
MSC has its own set of BSC and BTS. Thus, these access nodes, BTS or BSC, cannot be 
connected to another MSC at the same time.  
3GPP release 5, first introduced the concept where multiple core network nodes can share one 
common geographical areas or access network. LTE standards, adopted this feature where the S1 
interface is used to connect one eNodeB to multiple MME/S-GWs through a mesh network. This 
is known as S1-flexibility or S1-flex. Figure 2-13 illustrates a typical LTE S1-flex configuration. 
The MME/S-GWs that serves a common geographical area are known as MME/S-GW pool. 




Second, the core network elements may execute load sharing of traffic in time of overload 
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Figure 2-13: LTE S1-flex configuration. 
2.6 LTE Self-Organizing Network (SON) 
In current GSM/UMTS wireless network, network elements and most of the corresponding 
parameters are manually configured. In LTE, the number of access network NEs (eNodeB and 
Home eNodeB known as Femtocell) and tuneable network parameters become large and complex 
due to its flatten architecture. Furthermore, growth of diversified services with stringent QoS 
requirements and parallel support of multiple radio access networks have increased the 
complexity in terms of resource utilization and performances. As a result, maintenance and 
deployments of such network become labor-intensive and expensive for the network operators. In 
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attention to the research of self-organizing network (SON) in order to automate the planning, 




LTE OAM [47]. Generally, two important benefits can be achieved by reducing the manual 
intervention from the network management tasks: 
 Reduction of CAPEX and OPEX: Study [47] shows that 17% of operators CAPEX 
goes to the engineering and installation service purpose. In addition, 24% of the revenue 
is spent for the OPEX or network operation and maintenance purpose. Automation can 
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 Fast response to network change: Manual intervention is inefficient and results in long 
delays to adjust in fast-changing network conditions. Thus, automation can significantly 
improve end users experience, network quality and availability. 
LTE SON development was initially promoted by the industry forum NGMN (Next Generation 
Mobile Networks) [48]. In 2006, NGMN established a set of preliminary requirements for SON 
and later defined some use cases covering various aspects of the network including planning, 
optimization and maintenance. 3GPP adopted these concepts in its LTE SON standardization 
process, which started in release 8. Table 2-2 shows some NGMN use cases.  
2.6.1 Main functionalities of SON in LTE 
The main aspects of the LTE SON are: Self-Configuration, Self-Optimization and Self-Healing. 
A short description of each of this feature is given below. 
Self-configuration 
The self-configuration mechanism enables a network element to configure itself to perform 
necessary task of the network. From LTE network perspective, self-configuration feature is 
desirable during deployment and subsequent expansion phase where NEs like eNodeBs are 
configured by automatic installation procedures [49]. The self-configuration aims to reduce the 




should have the capability to automatically discover and configure neighbour lists, physical cell 
id and other RF parameters as mentioned in the use cases described in [19]. 




The objective of self-optimization is to auto-tune network parameters dynamically in response to 
rapid network conditions and traffic change. It takes account of live measurement data, and based 
on the analysis continuously selects and adjusts various parameters of the network in order to 
achieve optimal system performances. The self-optimization is important for operational state of 
the network as currently lots of human efforts are required for optimization activities. The main 
optimization use cases that are discussed in [50] are mainly related to the coverage and capacity, 





The purpose of self-healing is to automatically detect and localize failures, and applies 
appropriate recovery mechanisms. The self-healing use cases discussed in [20] are mainly related 
to cell outage detection and compensation, recovery from software and hardware failures of the 
eNodeB. 
2.6.2 LTE SON Architecture 
SON architecture can be divided into three classes based on the location of SON procedures: i) 
centralized, ii) distributed and iii) hybrid SON [51]. A brief description of each of this 
architecture is given below: 
Centralized SON 
In centralized SON architecture, SON algorithms are executed at the network management level 
or in the OAM. In this case, small number of higher level network elements contains SON 
functionalities. The advantage of this approach is that it involves less complexity in deployment 
and management tasks. But it has several drawbacks. First, in centralized SON architecture, SON 
algorithms and procedures reside at the network management level. So, SON decisions are made 
at smaller numbers of higher level network elements in the OAM. Failures of central network 
elements can be critical on overall performances of the SON. Second, different vendors have their 
own OAM system. And co-ordination and optimization supports among the vendors are low. 
There is an interface called Itf-N to facilitate multi-vendor management which should be 
standardized and extended to increase the support between different vendors. Finally, huge 
volume of data processing and computational complexity can be a bottleneck issue. Figure 2-14 













Figure 2-14: LTE centralized SON architecture [51]. 
Distributed SON 
In distributed SON architecture, SON decision making takes place at low levels of the network, 
for example, access network elements or eNodeBs. Different eNodeBs can share information over 
the standardized X2 interface. This approach is fast and flexible in comparison to the centralized 
SON and reduces the complexity of multi-vendor SON support. But deployment cost is high as 
many network elements are involved in this process. Though optimization task that requires 
involvement of smaller numbers of eNodeB yields better result in this case, complex optimization 
schemes that require co-ordination among many eNodeBs are difficult in distributed SON. Figure 















In hybrid SON architecture, some of the SON algorithms are executed in the access networks or 
eNodeBs and other functionalities are executed in the management level or the OAM. It is 
flexible and has the advantages of both centralized and distributed approaches where simple and 
quick optimization tasks take place in the eNodeBs and complex optimization tasks are 
implemented in the OAM. The X2 interface can be used to support optimization across different 
vendors. But the disadvantage is that the deployment and implementation costs, as well as 


























LTE Self-healing Core Proposal 
This chapter provides a detailed description of various proposals for implementing a self-healing 
system in the LTE core. Service restoration mechanisms are presented in the case of a combined 
MME and S-GW failure which are implemented in the same platform. The MME/S-GW failure 
affects both the control and data plane of the core network and may impact large number of UEs. 
The main concept of the proposed approach is to ensure service continuity by triggering the 
MME/S-GW relocation and recovering the failed states of the affected UEs by re-creating 
corresponding bearers. Details of message flows between different network elements are 
presented to implement these procedures. Other aspects of a typical self-healing system are 
utilized and explained from LTE network architecture and protocols perspective. 
3.1 Self-healing System Overview 
In order to design the self-healing system, the centralized and distributed SON architecture 
concepts described in chapter 2 have been adopted in this thesis. As mentioned, the SON 
procedures are executed in the management level in the centralized architecture. But in the 
distributed architecture, SON algorithms are executed in the lower level nodes. In the centralized 
approach, modules of the self-healing system discussed in this chapter are implemented in the 
OAM. On the other hand, distributed self-healing system functionalities are implemented in the 
MME/S-GW. The pros and cons of each of the architecture are presented in later sections. 
Figure 3-1 and 3-2 show critical components or modules of the self-healing system in a 
centralized and distributed approach. It includes: 




 Configuration and status update. 
 Failure detection, notification and fault isolation.  
 Failover coordination and decision making process. 
 Service recovery mechanism. 
Crucial data replication and maintaining component redundancy are some of the mechanisms that 
are commonly used in the design of fault-tolerant systems [21]. In such designs when one 
component fails or malfunctions, it can be replaced by another component with equivalent 
functionalities. But complete redundancy of all equipments for tackling large scale failures 
requires expensive implementation and resources. Alternate cost-effective approaches can be 
implemented using the centralized or distributed redundancy strategy; for example, where one 
redundant backup system supports multiple active systems or a group of active systems provide 
redundant support to each other in time of need. Information redundancy or availability of critical 
data is essential to ensure service continuity. These principles have been adopted in the proposals. 
The backup system should be aware of configuration changes that occur in the active nodes in 
order to ensure proper and efficient recovery. The states of the active nodes must be monitored 
periodically for timely detection of failure and faulty device should be isolated to minimize the 
effects of faults. The purpose of the failure coordination and decision making process is to start 
appropriate recovery process based on the overall system status and operators chosen policy. 
Finally, the recovery mechanism triggers healing techniques. It is expected that the restoration 
process should be quick enough so that continuous availability of the service can be maintained. 
Collaboration of above mentioned tasks is necessary for the proper functioning of self-healing 




module is introduced in the OAM, active and backup MME/S-GWs. Main self-healing modules 
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Figure 3-1: Logical architecture of the Self-healing system in the centralized approach. 
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3.1.1 Fault-tolerant System Architecture 
In the self-healing solution, a combination of site and node redundancies must be employed to 
maintain service in the case of core component failures. Based on the discussion in previous 
section, the following self-healing designs are considered for achieving the required redundancy: 
 N:M Active-Backup Configuration: M backup MME/S-GW nodes for N active MME/S-
GW nodes. This configuration follows the centralized approach. 
 1:1 Active-Active Configuration: Two active MME/S-GW nodes acting as backup for 
each other. This configuration is an example of the distributed approach. 
Note that the backup and active nodes in the above architectures are assumed to be located in 
different geographical areas so that if a major failure or natural disaster occurs in primary sites, 
backup sites remain unaffected and would be able to take over the whole or part of the 
functionalities of the primary site to provide the required service continuity. Some design 
requirements for implementing this strategy include high speed link connections for data transfer, 
protocol-level support of off-site data protection technology and failover and recovery 
mechanism coordination. Well-known high speed transport technologies such as optical fiber or 
Metro/Carrier Ethernet are capable to provide required bandwidth and latency over connected 
links. Furthermore, synchronous or asynchronous remote mirroring and shared storage network 
technology, for instance, Storage Area Network (SAN) extension solutions such as FCIP, iSCSI 
are now available to facilitate real time data replication over a long distance link in a WAN [52].  
It should be noted that the backup MME/S-GW must contain active MME/S-GW’         
configuration information, for example, supported eNodeBs, Tracking Area (TA) List to ensure 





3.1.1.1 N:M Active-Backup Configuration 
In the N:M active-backup configuration, a pool of inter-connected remote backup MME/S-GWs 
are available to support multiple active MME/S-GWs in the event of nodes failure. In general, 
one backup MME/S-GW supports some selected active MME/S-GWs. But in multiple MME/S-
GWs failure scenarios, other backup MME/S-GWs can also participate in recovery process 
considering resource constraints and performance issues. Proper recovery co-ordination measures 
should be implemented in the OAM side to facilitate this support. This strategy improves the 
availability and scalability of the backup system. As the centralized SON architecture is used in 
this case, the OAM recovery manager is responsible for failure detection, monitoring and failover 
recovery tasks as depicted in Figure 3-3. 
As the dedicated backup node is involved, this approach adds more costs in the self-healing 
design. However, it provides efficient support in terms of capacity and resource in the case of one 
or more MME/S-GW failures. In this configuration, when a UE is connected to the active 
MME/S-GWs, the UE contexts information is replicated from active nodes to the backup node. 
The backup node uses these UE contexts to re-create the UE bearers if corresponding active node 
or nodes fail. Other configuration and dynamic data of active nodes can be replicated as well to 
the remote site for the backup purpose to tackle disaster scenarios. Dedicated or cost effective 
shared WAN links can be used to connect the primary sites with the backup site. However, 
appropriate bandwidth provisioning must be done to prevent performance degradation. It should 
be noted that the backup node is an independent node and has its own configuration.   
The number of MME/S-GWs that can be supported during a failure depends on the capacities and 
resources of the backup and active MME/S-GW    d       p  d  g    kh       k   N d ’  




CPU processing power, respectively. If capacities and available resources of the backup nodes 
(e.g., N:1 Active-Backup configuration) or backhaul are not greater than the combined capacities 
and resources of the active nodes, it can only support a fraction of the combined capacities when 
multiple nodes become unavailable. Typically, in this approach, the backup node is dedicated to 
support only the high priority traffic on one or more nodes. As the MME/S-GW nodes are 
generally setup in geographically separated sites, simultaneous multiple node failures would have 
to be a result of a rare event such as a massive natural disaster.  
Two issues should be resolved in multiple failure scenarios where the backup node resources are 
limited (i.e., N:1 Active-Backup configuration). First, a load balancing or load re-distribution 
strategy must be devised for the scenario when more than one node fails. One approach is to have 
an OAM node to keep track of the load status of each of the active nodes periodically. When a 
failure occurs, the OAM instructs the backup MME/S-GW to take over the subscribers of a 
particular node or nodes if capacity requirements are satisfied.  Second, there can be a priority 
policy of supporting one or more preferred MME/S-GW nodes over others if the capacity of the 
backup node is limited.  
Involvement of other backup MME/S-GWs in multiple active nodes failures may ensure effective 
supports. But it may increase restoration time as the OAM needs to select additional backup 
MME/S-GWs and transfer UE context information to those nodes. Besides, due to the centralized 
nature failover procedures require more message exchange between the active and backup nodes, 
and the OAM which in turns increases the service restoration time. Moreover, this approach 
suffers from single point of failure considering the OAM failures. But it should be noted that the 























Figure 3-3: N:M Active-Backup configuration. 
3.1.1.2 1:1 Active-Active Configuration 
In this approach two active MME/S-GWs work independently but at the same time can act as 
each other backup in time of failure. The distributed SON architecture is adopted in this case 
where the active MME/S-GWs has recovery manager client which gathers configuration and 
status information of the peer nodes. Each MME/S-GW is responsible for monitoring and failure 
detection of other MME/S-GW, and dissemination of failure notifications to the access and core 
network elements. Figure 3-4 shows 1:1 Active-Active configuration. 
As both active and backup nodes are in operation, each node must set aside some spare resources 
to handle the traffic of its counterpart in the case of failure. Three strategies can be adopted to 
resolve the problem. First, subscriber provisioning can be done in both nodes such a way that 
each node reserves sufficient resources for the other. The obvious disadvantage of this strategy is 




client can keep track of the load status of the backhaul links and MME/S-GWs. At the time of 
failure, once it determines that the backup node has sufficient resources to support the failed 
node, only then it initiates the failover procedures. Third, based on the replicated UE contexts of 
other active node and its own load status, the backup node can forecast how many of these UEs it 
can support without affecting its normal operation. A simplified implementation method of this 
strategy is that when the active node fails, the backup MME/S-GW will start allocating resources 
based on the stored UE contexts and continuously keeps track of used and available resources. It 
will stop allocating resources when the utilization reaches a threshold limit. In this way, the 
backup MME/S-GW can support as many UEs as possible avoiding any risk. To accommodate 
more UEs, the backup node may create default and guaranteed bit rate (GBR) bearers for the 
f    d   d ’   E  discarding the Non-GBR bearers. Moving GBR or Non-GBR bearers traffics to 
the default bearer can be another option. But this strategy will degrade the performance of the 
services on those bearers that requires specific QoS. The traffic restoration could also be 
restricted to high priority traffic or premium customers, if spare capacity is limited. 
The advantage of this approach is that it is cost-effective. Furthermore, adoption of distributed 
architecture may decrease restoration time as it does not use the OAM to perform failover 
recovery tasks which require more message exchange and processing time. However, as 
mentioned above, adequate resources must be allocated to avoid performance degradation. Some 
of the major disadvantages of this approach are lack of co-ordination and implementation 
complexities considering large numbers of network elements involvement in failure recovery 
process. However, for the sake of proper and efficient failover strategy implementation, the 














Figure 3-4: 1:1 Active-Active configuration. 
3.1.2 Failure Detection, Notification and Fault Isolation 
Failure detection is the first step in a self-healing solution. The active nodes may encounter 
different kinds of faults - hardware or software, partial or complete outage etc. For the proposed 
solutions, our assumption is that the active nodes will completely shutdown, i.e., there will be a 
complete outage. Failure detection has significant impact on overall performances of the healing 
mechanisms in terms of data loss, restoration time and user perceived quality of experience 
(QoE).  In the N:M active-backup and 1-1 active-active configuration, the network OAM and the 
peer active node perform the failure detection of operational MME/S-GWs, respectively. Periodic 
heartbeat message in the form of "hello" or "I am alive" can be exchanged between the OAM and 
target active nodes or between the peer nodes. If the monitoring node does not receive response 
within a predefined threshold time, it considers the node as failed or down. It should be noted that 




between the eNodeB and MME can be employed to detect MME/S-GW failure from the eNodeB 
side [31].  By analyzing the heartbeat information, the OAM or the peer node detects the failure 
and notifies the affected eNodeBs and P-GW about this failure incident and order the backup 
MME/S-GW to take over the functionalities of the failed node. Usually, in a large network one 
MME or S-GW supports hundreds of eNodeBs. In this context, a centralized approach of sending 
failure notification to large number of network elements may cause link delay and congestion 
based on the network configuration and, result in performance degradation. To improve the 
scalability and reliability, a hybrid approach can be adopted where eNodeBs perform the task of 
disseminating or forwarding the notification message to neighbor eNodeBs over the X2 interface. 
It is the responsibility of the eNodeBs to inform corresponding active UEs about failure incidents. 
Upon reception of the notification message, the UE initiates the recovery procedures. 
Faulty device isolation is another important step of the fault-tolerant and self-healing system. The 
purpose of fault isolation is to minimize the consequences of the problem and thereby, limiting 
the impact of the failure. Though failure recovery process has significant impact on the 
performance of the network but fault in the MME/S-GW does not propagate to other active 
MME/S-GWs or cause deterioration of services provided by those MME/S-GWs. Newly arrived 
UEs that are registered to the failed MME/S-GW before the failure incident and are not aware of 
the current status of the MME/S-GW must be prevented from establishing connection to it. The 
S1-flex functions of the eNodeB play a vital role in this regard. By utilizing this feature the 
eNodeB can forward the request of these UEs to the backup MME/S-GW.  
3.1.3 Failover Recovery Coordination 
Failover recovery coordination process is described here from the         z d    h        ’  




backup node for it from the backup MME/S-GW pool. The active node may start replicating UE 
contexts data to the backup node immediately. Requirements for selecting a backup node by the 
OAM may vary based on the type of deployment scenario and network status. For example, one 
of the main requirements is that the selected backup node should have sufficient resources to 
support this new node. However, considering real life deployment scenario, the backup node may 
not have enough capacity or resources to support more than one node in multiple failure 
scenarios. Other backup nodes from the backup MME/S-GW pool which are dedicated to some 
other groups of active MME/S-GWs may take part in providing service. However, it will take 
more time in restoration process in this case since UE contexts information needs to be copied to 
that backup node as well. To facilitate effective failover strategy, the OAM should keep track of 
all the changes that take place in the network and updates related nodes accordingly. Various 
changes in terms of load, configuration and policy may occur in the network. The capacity of any 
active MME/S-GW may increase in the course of time due to the eNodeB addition or the 
subscriber provisioning policy. The OAM may have priority policy for supporting specific 
MME/S-GWs in simultaneous large scale failures. Even within the eNodeBs, priority can be 
given to particular eNodeBs during recovery process considering subscriber based or revenue 
generation statistics. All of this dynamic information is needed to be exchanged between the 
active and backup nodes, and the OAM for efficient network operation. To facilitate the 
coordination and decision making process, a recovery manager module is introduced in the active 
and backup nodes, and the OAM which operates in client-server manner. A sample message 
sequence diagram is presented in Figure 3-5 that can be used in this purpose. Structures and 
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Figure 3-5: Node status update for failover recovery coordination. 
3.1.4 Recovery Mechanism and Service Continuity Procedures 
This section focuses on the failover and service continuity procedures for the centralized 
architecture where the OAM is responsible for overall self-healing tasks. When an active 
MME/S-GW fails, the OAM recovery manager module detects the failure from the disappearance 
of the heartbeat message. When the failure is confirmed, it quickly adopts the failover procedures 
based on the latest configuration and status update information and the recovery policy. It then 
sends notification messages to the backup MME/S-GW, all eNodeBs, P-GWs connected to the 
failed node about this incident. Upon receipt of the message, the eNodeB releases its S1 
connection to the failed MME/S-GW and initiates standard S1AP connection setup [43] 
procedure with the backup MME/S-GW. It provides information of the MME/S-GW failure to the 




meantime, the eNodeBs and P-GW start to buffer active UEs uplink and downlink data, 
respectively. However, the nodes may drop packets if buffer size reaches a certain threshold. 
When a UE receives the failure notification message from the eNodeB, it immediately stops 
sending application data and suspends the bearer activity. It keeps the bearers in the suspended 
state until further notification arrives from the eNodeB. The UE then initiate re-attachment 
procedures with the backup MME by sending the NAS attach request [41] message. It should be 
mentioned here that all the terminals or UEs should be aware of the identity of the backup 
MME/S-GW. This can be achieved in three ways. First, the identity of the backup MME/S-GW 
can be assigned to the UEs during initial network registration process along with the active 
MME/S-GW. The UE stores this information and uses the identity of the backup MME/S-GW to 
attach to the network during failover procedure. The disadvantage is that if the backup MME/S-
GW changes afterwards by the OAM, the network needs to send additional messages to the UE to 
reconfigure the backup node information. Second, the eNodeB can perform the task of redirecting 
the attach request of the UEs to the backup MME based on the GUTI information.  The GUTI is 
given to the UE by the active MME when it first registers to the network. The GUTI contains the 
Globally Unique MME ID (GUMMEI) which the UE always use whenever it connects to the 
network. Thus, using the MME id in the GUTI information, the eNodeB can redirect the request 
to the appropriate backup MME/S-GW. In that case, the OAM should provide the eNodeB with 
the backup MME/S-GW information before failure incident. Third, the OAM can send backup 
MME/S-GW information to the eNodeBs along with the failure notification message. The 
eNodeB, in turns, includes this information with the RRC connection release message which it 
sends to the UE after failure. Figure 3-6 shows the failover procedures and the communications 
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Figure 3-6: Interaction between the network entities during failover. 
The Backup MME receives connection request message from the UE and verifies its context 
information based on the IMSI value. Then it starts the bearer re-creation procedures as depicted 
in Figure 3-7. As the EPS bearer information is already available in the backup MME for the UE, 
the MME sends UE's bearers list along with the IMSI, the eNodeB address and eNodeB TEIDs 
(each bearer is identified by a TEID) to the S-GW by sending the Create Bearer Request 
message. The S-GW updates corresponding EPS bearer table entry for this UE, and forwards this 
message to the associate P-GW including the S-GW addresses and S-GW TEIDs for the data and 
control plane. The S-GW may select only the default and GBR bearer to re-create if there is any 
resource shortage issue. A situation like this may arise in multiple MME/S-GW failure situations. 
After updating the EPS bearer context table for this UE, the P-GW sends the Create Bearer 
Response message to the S-GW along with the data plane and control plane P-GW addresses and 




failover and bearer re-creation process as allocated before the failure. The S-GW forwards the S-
GW and P-GW addresses, the S-GW and P-GW TEIDs for which bearer re-creation is successful 
to the MME via the Create Bearer Response message. In the meantime, P-GW sends downlink 
data for this UE to the S-GW. The MME forwards the bearer re-creation information to the 
eNodeB by sending the Bearer Setup Complete message. It may send the Bearer Setup Failure 
















Data Transfer Between the UE and the P-GW
 
Figure 3-7: Bearer-recreation and related message flows. 
Subsequently, the eNodeB informs the UE to start transfer application data by sending the Bearer 
Activity Resume message where it provides the list of bearers that are accepted by the backup 
MME/S-GW.  In response, the UE sends the UE Attach Complete message to the backup MME. 




Confirm message to the S-GW. In the meantime, the eNodeB transmits buffered uplink data to 
the S-GW, and the S-GW sends downlink data to the eNodeB.    
This procedure can be easily extended for the distributed architecture. In either the centralized or 

































Performance Evaluation of the Self-healing Scheme 
In this chapter the performances of the proposed self-healing solutions are evaluated and analyzed 
under various failure scenarios. The system was modeled in OPNET simulation environment. In 
addition, MATLAB was used to measure signaling message overhead. A series of simulation 
experiments were performed in OPNET for different network configurations and scenarios. Some 
important quantitative results that are collected from the simulation are also discussed. 
4.1 Simulation Setup 
The network considered here is composed of UEs, eNodeBs, EPCs, monitoring nodes and the 
server. The centralized approach where the OAM is responsible for failure recovery process 
execution is adopted in the simulation environment.  An eNodeB manages a hexagonal cell where 
the UEs are randomly dispersed. In our model, a single EPC node represents a combined network 
of the MME, S-GW and P-GW, which is often a realistic scenario in LTE deployments. The 
external server represents a Packet Data Network (PDN). The monitoring nodes are connected to 
the EPCs and eNodeBs. The failure detection and notification modules of the self-healing system 
are implemented in the monitoring nodes. The UEs                   N d B     d     h  ‘F     
          N d B’ p      wh  h d         h    h   E  h       h  f      N d B  h       h        
selection criteria. The selection criteria for a cell are evaluated based on the comparison between 
the signal strength parameters of the cell, RSRP (Reference Signal Received Power) and the 
minimum required strength of a UE. A UE is initially configured to be connected to one active 




To simplify the simulation model, the EPS bearer configurations of the UEs were made globally 
accessible so that the UE context replications were not required in current simulation setup.  A 
failure scheduling module was also configured to model the active nodes failure. In this model an 
active EPC fails at certain time of simulation and remains failed until the end of the simulation. 
To simulate the N:1 Active-Backup and 1:1 Active-Active configurations, four networks setup 
were considered in terms of different number of UEs, eNodeBs and EPCs. Table 4-1 illustrates 
the simulation assumption for network elements and terminals for these four network 
configurations. Simulation times for each of these network configurations are also mentioned.  
Table 4-1: Network configurations in the simulation 















#1 500 10 50 175 seconds 
1:1 Active-Backup 
 (with load in backhaul) 
 
#2 
500 10 50 200 seconds 
2:1 Active-Backup #3 300 10 60 175 seconds 
1:1 Active-Active Configuration 
 #4 200 10 40 175 seconds 
 
In the network, each UE selected an OPNET defined bronze type EPS bearer traffic model to 
send an IP Unicast traffic flow of 1,000,000 bits/second to the server along with the default 




backbone network with 1000Base-X Gigabit Ethernet links.  Monitoring nodes send heartbeat 
messages to active EPCs              d    h   h              g              p     “H    ” 
string. In return the        EPC    d  “H     OK”      g    h           g   d                 
when it sends a heartbeat message. This setting determines how long the monitoring node waits 
f    h  “H     OK”      g   f       d  g  h  “H    ”      g   I   h  simulation, the expiration 
of the timer was set to 1 second, therefore, if the monitoring nodes does not receive response 
message from an active EPC within one second after sending a heartbeat message, it considers 
that active EPC as failed.  For all scenarios, the failure scheduling module configures single or 
multiple EPC failure events at t=147 seconds. It should be mentioned here that the simulation 
time includes the UE power up time and provides adequate time for IP routing protocols to 
converge.  
 




Figure 4-1 shows a sample network setup and corresponding network elements in the simulation. 
The main simulation assumptions are given in Table 4-2.  These settings are used to obtain results 
presented in the remaining sections of this chapter. Some of the limitations of the OPNET 
simulation model are as follows [32]: 
 The sizes of RRC messages are approximated. 
 The sizes of S1 messages are approximated. 
 Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP) over S1-C interface is not supported.  
Table 4-2: Simulation parameters and settings. 
Entity Parameters Value Unit 
UE Antenna Gain -1 dBi 




Modulation and Coding 
Scheme 





ITU Pedestrian B  
Number of Receive 
Antennas 
1  
Number of Transmit 
Antennas 
1  




Mobility Random Waypoint  
Speed 5 meter/second 
 
eNodeB 
Physical Profile Frequency Division 
Duplex (FDD) 
 
Channel Bandwidth LTE 20 MHz FDD MHz 
Cell Radius 2 Km 
Antenna Gain 15 dBi 




Number of Receive 
Antennas 
2  
Number of Transmit 
Antennas 
2  
Path loss Model Free Space  
Terrain Type 
(Suburban Fixed) 
Terrain Type A  
eNodeB Selection 
Threshold 
- 110 dBm 
Traffic Model Traffic Flow IP Unicast  
Traffic Intensity 1,000,000 bits /second 




Type of Service Best Effort  
Traffic Duration End of Simulation Second 
 
4.2 Performance Metrics 
The main performance metric used to study the performance of the EPC network failure recovery 
was the service restoration time. Another important metric was the signaling traffic overhead 
resulting from the proposed failover recovery mechanism and related message flows. Various 
other performance factors such as throughput, uplink or downlink delay, EPS bearer delay that 
are associated with the recovery process were also examined. In the following sections, an 
analysis of these parameters for the LTE self healing solution is discussed and then simulation 
results are presented. 
4.2.1 Service Restoration Time 
Based on the discussion in chapter 3, service restoration time for a particular UE is defined as the 
time interval between the moment when the active EPC goes down and the moment when the UE 
sets its suspended bearers status to active again. The following notations are used in our analysis 
for various delay components: 
 Tdm: Failure detection delay by the monitoring node.  
 Tne : Notification delay between the monitoring node and eNodeB.  
 Tur: Time required for sending the connection release message to the UE with appropriate 
release cause.  
 Tme: Time required for the connection re-attachment towards the backup EPC.  




       Trt which denotes the average restoration time is derived below: 
               Trt = Tdm + Tne + Tur + Tme + Tbr                                                            (1) 
Some of the events occurrence times  ∆   p        g     h               f the above mentioned 
delay components have been defined as follows: 
t1: ∆  EPC f             p   f  d     h  f         h d     d     
t2: ∆  F       d             h          g   d    
t3: ∆  F           f            ge received by an eNodeB. 
t4: ∆  F           f            g         d     h   E w  h  h    -attachment instruction. 
t5: ∆  N  w  k      h         p      g         d     h   E  
t6: ∆  B                    p         g         d     h   E  
Table 4-3 shows the measurements of delay components.  
Table 4-3: Measurement of restoration delay parameters 
Parameters Delay Measurement 
Tdm t2 – t1 
Tne t3 – t2 
Tur t4 – t3 
Tme t5 – t4 
Tbr t6 – t5 
 
It should be noted that the failure detection and the failure notification procedures are 
implemented in the OAM side. The performance of these two parameters does not depend on the 
LTE network. Furthermore, the eNodeBs adopt random notification delay (Tur) while sending 




process. Random uniform distribution with the mean of 10ms is used in this purpose. As a result, 
main parameters in these simulation experiments are Tme and Tbr delays as these parameters are 
directly related to the LTE access and core network architectures and protocols.  
4.2.2 Signaling Message Overhead 
In this section, an analysis is presented to measure the signaling load at the EPC induced by the 
proposed approach during the recovery time. These signaling messages are divided into two 
categories: i) messages that are required to recover the failed sessions, and ii) messages that are 
generated due to the new UE arrivals during the recovery process. Therefore, signaling 
procedures between the E-UTRAN and EPC network, more specifically, across the S1-MME/S1-
C, S11 and S5/S8 interfaces are the focus of this analysis. It should be mentioned here that other 
control messages related to the failure recovery management such as UE context replication, 
MME/S-GW monitoring, failure notification to the eNodeB and P-GW, which involve the OAM, 
E-UTRAN and EPC are described in chapter 5. 
In [53] a method to quantify the signaling load at the MME for the UE originated session is 
discussed. The UE-originated session establishes an EPS bearer to the P-GW, via the S-GW and 
eNodeB. It should be noted that in the proposed approach, the UE initiate network re-attachment 
procedure after failure, which in turns triggers the bearer re-creation procedure at the EPC.   
L   λA be the average arrival rate of an application session originated at a UE. The application can 
be voice call, http request etc. In Figure 3-7 in chapter 3, it is shown that the backup MME/S-GW 
requires a total of 8 messages (incoming and outgoing) to reconfigure the failed bearers or 
sessions originated from active UEs. For simplicity, it is assumed that all the messages have the 
same size. Let Td denote the average duration of the sessions. Then the average number of active 




NS= λA * Td                                                                               (2) 
Thus, if the total number of active subscribers at the time of failure is C then the total number of 
messages generated at the MME in order to recover failed session,  
NT = 8 * NS * C                     (3)     
 
Figure 4-2: Message flows for UE originated sessions [53]. 
For each new UE originated sessions during recovery time, MME/S-GW processes 10 messages 
[53] as depicted in Figure 4-2. In this procedure, the IDLE mode UE establishes RRC connection 
to the eNodeB. Then the UE creates a service request. The eNodeB forwards the request to a 
MME through initial UE message which contains the identity of the UE and the NAS packet data 
unit (PDU). Upon reception of the session, MME creates an identity for the UE which is used 
within the MME and provides bearer level information such as, bearer identity and corresponding 
QoS, IP address, GTP tunnel ID between the S-GW and the eNodeB through the initial context 
setup request. If this process is successful, the MME initiates bearer setup procedures between the 
eNodeB and the S-GW. Then, data transfer takes place between the UE and S-GW. The MME 




When new UEs arrive at the eNodeB during the restoration time, it is the responsibility of the 
eNodeB to re-direct the request to the backup MME/S-GW as these UEs are not aware of the 
active MME/S-GW failure incident. As mentioned in chapter 3, using the GUTI information of 
the UE, an eNodeB can forward attach request to the backup MME/S-GW.   
Lets TR d                             d    d λAk be the number of session originated by new 
arrival of a UE. The arrival of new UE per second    d     d    λUE. Thus, the total number of 
messages generated at MME/S-GW for new sessions, 
NT= 10 * TR * λAk * λUE                                                                            (4)                  
4.3 Results and Analysis 
At first, some performance data related to the cases mentioned in Table 4-1 are presented in this 
section. Then restoration time and signaling message overheads described in previous section are 
evaluated.  
4.3.1 N:1 Active-Backup Configuration 
In this section, simulations results for 1:1 and 2:1 Active-Backup configurations for Case# 1 to 
Case# 3 mentioned in Table 4-1 are discussed. Figure 4-3 presents the uplink throughput of 1:1 
active-backup configuration (Case#1) before and after failure. In this configuration, the active 
EPC handles 500 users. The backup EPC must re-create the bearers of these users after failure. A 
decline in the traffic indicates the failure of the core network which is followed by the traffic rise 
around at t = 149 seconds. In this case, the backup EPC and the backhaul link have sufficient 
resources and the session recovery rate is 100%. The active EPC fails at t = 147s and it takes 2s 
for the OAM to detect the failure due to the adopted detection policy discussed in section 3.1.2 of 
































Figure 4-4: GTP traffic switchover from the active EPC to the backup EPC (Case# 1). 
around at t = 149s. Event details and measurements of delays related to the restoration procedures 




Figure 4-4 illustrates the switchover of the GTP (GPRS Tunneling Protocol) layer data traffic 
over the S1-U interface from the active EPC (EPC_0) to the backup EPC (EPC_1) network for an 
eNodeB. There is a GTP tunnel for each EPS bearer and the corresponding UEs can be identified 
with each GTP tunnel. The traffic presented in this figure represents the aggregate GTP traffic of 
all the UEs of the eNodeB 10.  
Figure 4-5 depicts the uplink delay of the traffics in Case# 1. The uplink delay is defined in 
seconds and measured from the time the traffic arrives to the LTE layer of the UEs until it is 
delivered to the higher layer of the corresponding eNodeBs. As depicted in the graph uplink delay 















Figure 4-5: Uplink delay for Case# 1. 
The EPS bearer delay for all the traffic received at eNodeB 10 for the UEs is plotted in Figure 4-




















Figure 4-6: EPS bearer delay of eNodeB_10 for Case# 1. 
The Case# 2 network configuration is similar to the Case# 1 except that 700 Mbps background 
load was configured on 1 Gigabit backup backhaul link. The background load results in 
congestion during failover and causes significant delay in restoration time. A quantitative analysis 
of this delay is presented later in this chapter. In this case, user sessions recovery rate is 98.8%. 
All the users successfully connected to the network after failure but corresponding bearer re-
creation procedures were not completed for all the UEs within the simulation time due to the 
congestion and increased packet waiting time in the backhaul network. It should be noted that 
data packets are always routed into the corresponding EPS bearer. So, unless failed bearer is 
activated UEs cannot transmit data through the network. Furthermore, as illustrated in Figure 4-7, 
              w           d    d ff      p    d  f        A    d 5 8%     ’           -activation 




= 150s of the simulation time. Approximately 2.4% user’s bearers restored around at t = 166s and 















Figure 4-7: Uplink throughput for Case# 2.  
It can be seen from Figure 4-8, the uplink delay for Case# 2 significantly increases around at t = 
180 seconds and this delay reaches 0.27 seconds which is nine times higher than average uplink 
delay for the timely restored user sessions. Figure 4-9 shows the backhaul link utilization of the 
active and backup EPCs. The link utilization of the backup backhaul connection reached 100% 
after failure due to the presence of configured background load (700 Mbps) and re-directed UE 
throughput which in turns increases packet waiting time. The EPS bearer traffics received by the 
eNodeB 10 for some of the UEs are shown in Figure 4-10. As it can be seen from this graph, the 
bearer re-creation process was not completed for all the UEs at the same time due to the backhaul 
network congestion. For instance, bearers for the UE with IMSI 470 were not re-created during 




around at t = 180s (3m). However, bearer restoration was completed for the UE with IMSI 464 

























































Figure 4-10: EPS bearer traffic received by the eNodeB 10 for Case# 2. 
Case# 3 represents a 2:1 Active-Backup configuration where each EPC handled 300 users. The 
backup EPC was configured to handle 600 users. However, the simulation output shows that the 
success rate of session recovery was 99.5% in this case. Though the network attachment and 
default bearer re-creation were successful for all the users in this case but the bronze bearers re-
creation were not successful for 3 users. The reason of the failure is that the MME failed to 
activate bronze bearers for the UE with IMSI 306, 401, 494 during simulation time. Figure 4-11 
shows the uplink delay for this configuration. Figure 4-12 presents PDSCH (Physical Downlink 
Shared Channel) channel utilization. The PDSCH channel uses DL-SCH or Downlink Shared 




































Figure 4-12: PDSCH channel utilization for Case# 3. 
4.3.2 1:1 Active-Active Configuration 
As discussed in chapter 3, both EPCs in the active-active configurations work as backup node for 
each other. Case# 4 in Table 4-1 represents an active-active configuration where each EPC has 
200 UEs. When one active EPC fails, the peer active EPC takes over the failed UE’s sessions. A 
detail comparison between the 1:1 Active-Active configuration and N:1 Active-Backup 




procedures. Figure 4-13 and 4-14 shows uplink delay and EPS bearer delay of the eNodeB 10, 
respectively for this configuration. These graphs show that both the uplink delays and bearer re-

































4.3.3 Service Restoration Time Calculation 
Assuming that the processing delay is negligible, our analysis discussed in section 4.2.1 shows 
that the time elapsed in failure detection (Tdm) and notification (Tne) which is a little more than 2s 
in current simulation configuration is a significant portion of the total restoration time. It means 
that the restoration time can be significantly improved if the failure detection time or hello 
message interval time is reduced in current simulation. It should be mentioned here that though 
the notification delay is typically small, it may increase due to the traffic congestion, particularly 
in a network with a large number of eNodeBs. Furthermore, if failure strategy revision and 
decision making scenarios are invoked as described in chapter 3, it will add more delays in the 
failure notification and faulty device isolation procedures. However, as mentioned in performance 
metric section, Tme and Tbr delays are the focus of this analysis. Excluding Tdm and Tne delays, 
equation 1 can be redefined as follows: 
Trt = Tur + Tme + Tbr                                                                                         (5)  
 
Table 4-4 shows average values of Trt ,  Tme  and Tbr  for the cases mentioned in Table 4-1. 
Table 4-4: Simulation results for average values of Trt ,  Tme  and Tbr. 
Case Trt   
(ms)        
Tme  
(ms)        
Tbr 
(ms)         
Restoration 
Success Rate 
#1 582 511 62 100% 
#2 2015 899 1106 98.5% 
#3 675 559 107 99.5% 





It can be seen from the results of Table 4-4 that the restoration time, connection re-attachment 
and bearer re-creation delays in Case# 4 take longer time than the corresponding delays in other 
scenarios where more users are involved in recovery process and sufficient resources are 
available (Case# 1 and Case# 3).  In this case, 200 users of the failed EPC are restored through 
the backup EPC. It should be noted that 500 user’s default and bronze bearers were re-created in 
the backup EPC in Case# 1 while the numbers of re-created bronze bearers for the users in the 
backup EPC were 597 in Case# 3. For better comparison, we further collected data from two 
scenarios: 1) 1:1 Active-Backup configuration with 200 UEs and 2) 2:1 Active-Backup 
configuration with 300 UEs where each active node handles 150 UEs. Table 4-5 provides 
performance data. Simulation assumptions described at the beginning of this chapter for four 
cases were also applied in these scenarios. Comparing the values in Table 4-4 and Table 4-5 for 
Case# 4 scenario, it can be observed that the restoration delays are higher in 1:1 Active-Active 
configuration than other N:1 Active-Backup configurations. As the re-attachment delay (Tme) may 
vary based on the radio network condition, we can look into the bearer re-creation delays where it 
took 168 ms for 200 users (Case# 4). As the backup node is active in this configuration and 
engaged in handling the bearers for 200 users of its own, re-creation of additional bearers for 200 
users of the failed node causes some delays. 
Table 4-5: Simulation results for scenario 1 and 2. 
Scenarios Trt   
(ms)        
Tme  
(ms)       
Tbr 
(ms)         
Restoration 
Success Rate 
Scenario# 1 562 530 22 100% 




Further simulations were conducted to check how the restoration delay components change in the 
1:1 Active-Backup configuration (e.g., Case#1) when number of users varies. Figure 4-15 shows 
Trt ,  Tme  and Tbr delays for 300, 400 and 500 users, respectively. As the graph shows, overall 
restoration time increases with the number of users. 
 
Figure 4-15: Restoration delay comparisons for 1:1 Active-Backup configuration for 
different numbers of users. 
4.3.4 Signaling Message Overhead Estimation 
For signaling message overhead calculation in the core network, a network is assumed where an 
active EPC can handle 100000, 200000 and 300000 active subscribers. Based on the analysis in 
section 4.2.2, the average signaling overhead associated with the failover procedure against 
different session arrival rate is shown in Figure 4-16. Average sessions duration is assumed to be 
15 minutes and the session arrival rate follows the Poisson distribution. Figure 4-17 shows 
signaling load for new arrival of UEs during recovery time which is calculated according to the 





























equation 4. In this case, the average restoration time is assumed to be 500 ms and the session 
arrival rate follows the Poisson distribution. 
 
Figure 4-16: Signaling message overhead due to session restoration. 
 
Figure 4-17: Signaling message overhead due to new UE arrivals during restoration time. 















































































Signaling interaction is necessary in order to replicate critical UE context information, failure 
notification procedures and exchanging status or configuration update of the active and backup 
MME/S-GWs. In this chapter several logical links are defined which are needed for the 
aforementioned tasks. The bandwidth requirements for the signaling messages over these links 
are measured from analytical and numerical perspectives. It should be noted that the proper 
bandwidth dimensioning will help in determining the backhaul network design for the proposed 
self-healing system as direct or dedicated links between the network entities may not be available. 
In fact, links that are referred to in the self-healing architecture are available in the OAM as it is 
involved in monitoring and administrative tasks of all the network entities. The objective of this 
chapter is to present the bandwidth analysis incurs by the self-healing system design so that these 
customized links discussed here can be provisioned over the existing OAM links or LTE standard 
interfaces like S1 or X2. 
5.1 Descriptions of the Logical Connections 
In the proposed self-healing system, the following types of logical connections are used for 
transferring signaling messages and data. 
 Replication link: The link between the active MME/S-GW and backup MME/S-GW to 
replicate the UE context information. 
 Configuration update link: The link between the active MME/S-GW and the OAM, as well 





 ENodeB notification link: The links between the OAM and eNodeBs to send the failure 
notification message. Notification messages can be forwarded over the X2 interface by the 
informed eNodeBs along with the OAM which improves reliability. 
 Core network notification link: The links between the OAM and P-GW to send failure 
notification messages. 
















Figure 5-1: Connection links between the network entities for the self-healing system. 
5.2 Description of the Signaling Messages 
Figure 5-2 shows the signaling message flows over the replication link in order to transfer UE 

















Figure 5-2: Message flows for UE context replication. 
An example of signaling message flows over the configuration update link are presented in 
chapter 3 Figure 3-5. 






Figure 5-3: Failure notification message flows for the eNodeB. 










It should be mentioned here that the failure notification messages are invoked when a failure 
incident occurs in the network. In the event of a failure, number of these messages generated by 
the OAM depends on the number of network entities supported by a particular MME/S-GW. 
Generally, a MME/S-GW can supports hundreds of eNodeBs and these nodes are geographically 
dispersed. So, it can be assumed that the OAM and eNodeBs inter-connected links are not shared. 
Of course, a group of eNodeBs based on the same location or adjacent areas may be connected 
through shared link to the OAM. But all the eNodeBs will not be connected through a shared link. 
The total traffic requirements over the inter-connected links between the OAM and eNodeBs are 
negligible. Same conclusion can be drawn for the P-GW. As a result, the bandwidth analysis for 
the eNodeB notification link and the core network notification link are not performed. 
In the thesis message flows regarding the configuration update link are implemented partially. For 
example, periodic heartbeat messages or the configuration or status update messages that the 
OAM sends to the backup MME/S-GW. It should be clarified at this point that other messages, 
shown in Figure 3-5 in chapter 3, d p  d       w  k    f g        ,  p      ’    p            
policy. Some example scenarios in this regard have already been discussed in chapter 3. Except 
the periodic heartbeat message, these messages are event based and infrequently invoked. For 
example, the OAM exchanges load status information when load of the system exceeds certain 
predefined threshold in the 1:1 Active-Active configuration. Considering the smaller size of the 
heartbeat message, the overall bandwidth requirement of this link is also negligible. 
However, the messages over the replication link are very frequently exchanged. It should be 
noted that the context information will be copied from the active MME/S-GW to the backup 
MME/S-GW in two cases. First, whenever a UE attaches to the network and the default bearer is 




disconnects from the network or terminates a bearer, the active MME/S-GW sends context delete 
related messages to the backup MME/S-GW. In this way, it can be ensured that the backup 
MME/S-GW contains most recent context data of a subscriber which facilitate proper recovery of 
user sessions after the failure incident.  
Table 5-1 shows description of the messages over the replication link. Information Elements (IEs) 
and average size of each of the messages are also mentioned. 
Table 5-1: Context replication message description. 





Message ID, IMSI, GUMMEI, UE 
security context, UE network 
capability, Selected CN operator ID, 
APN, APN restriction, APN-AMBR, 
Serving GW addresses, TEID for 
control signalling, TEIDs for uplink 
traffic, PDN GW addresses, GTP-
based S5/S8 TEIDs, APN, Serving 
GW addresses, TI. 










Message ID, GUMMEI, IMSI, Time 















Message ID, GUMMEI, IMSI, Time 
to wait, Release Cause 
12 Bytes 
 
5.2.1 Definitions of Information Elements (IEs) 
Message ID: Message ID identifies a message. 
 
IMSI: International Mobile Subscriber Identity (IMSI) is unique number that identifies a UE in 
GSM, UMTS or LTE network.  
GUMMEI: Global unique MME identity (GUMMEI) uniquely identifies a MME in LTE 
network. 
UE security context: UE security context contains temporary UE identity, ciphering and integrity 
key used for security and protection. 
UE network capability:  This parameter contains general UE characteristics. It provides network 
information regarding various aspects of UE related to EPS. Based on this information, network 
may handle UE operation in different ways. 
APN: Access point name (APN) determines an IP packet data network (PDN) for user sessions. It 
also defines the service types that can be provided to the user in a session. 
APN restriction: APN restriction parameter is used to verify whether a UE is allowed to establish 




APN-AMBR: APN-Aggregate maximum bit rate (AMBR) is used to determine the aggregate bit 
rate that can be provided to the user over all non-GBR bearers established through a particular 
APN.   
Selected CN operator ID: This parameter identifies core network operator.  
Serving GW addresses: The S-GW data plane and control plane addresses. 
PDN GW addresses: The P-GW data plane addresses. 
TEID: An EPS bearer is identified on different interfaces using the GTP Tunneling End ID 
(TEID) and corresponding IP addresses.  
Time to wait: This parameter defines minimum allowed waiting time. 
Release Cause: Release cause is used to identify the unexpected events during signaling. 
5.3 Analytical Model for Bandwidth Calculation 
In this section, the bandwidth requirement for the replication link is estimated. There are four 
messages exchanged by the active and backup MME/S-GW in a successful operation: Context 
Backup Update, Context Backup Acknowledgment, Context Delete and Context Delete 
Acknowledgement.  
It is assumed that the context replication operation is successfully completed and no failure arises 
during signalling exchange. As a result, Context Backup Failure and Context Delete Failure 
messages are not included in the calculation. As mentioned in Table 5-1, the payload of Context 
Backup Update which contains UE context data is estimated to be on the order of 200 bytes [54] 
and the payload of the other three messages are on average 10 bytes, excluding lower layers 
overheads. Therefore, average message size for the context backup is [(Context Backup Update + 




the context delete is [(Context Backup Delete + Context Delete Acknowledgement)/2] [(10+10)/2] 
or 10 bytes.  
Following parameters are considered to formulate the equation for bandwidth calculation: 
 BWR : Average required bandwidth for UE context replication.  
 λAUE : This parameter denotes the average UE arrival rate in the network. We can assume 
Poisson distribution to model it [31].  
 λTUE : The average UE disconnect rate from the network. It can also be modeled with 
Poisson distribution.  
 NB      : Average number of bearers created by a UE.  
 LCB  : Average length of context backup related messages. 
 LCD  : Average length of context delete related messages. 
 NCB : Number of messages involved in the backup of context information.  
 NCD: Number of messages involved in the deletion of context information.  
Thus, average required bandwidth is calculated using following equation, 
                   BWR = NCB *  λAUE (1+NB) * LCB +  NCD * λTUE (1+NB) * LCD                        (5) 
As discussed in chapter 2, the default bearer is always established when a UE is connected to the 
network. The default bearer is non-GBR type. The UE can request for a dedicated bearer which 
can be a GBR or non-GBR depending on the requirements of the application and subscription 
status of the user. The number of bearers - default or dedicated that can be opened by a UE is 
limited. A UE can have a maximum of 11 EPS bearers [56]. In order to measure NB or the 
     g          f               d       E, w      d p  d  g     h      ’   pp            g  
characteristics. For instance, subscribers who use basic services such as e-mail, text messaging or 




kind of services, the GBR bearer is not needed. That means the default bearer alone is sufficient 
to provide these services. On the contrary, multimedia-rich services such as online games, video 
conferencing demand stringent QoS that may require the dedicated bearers. The time and 
frequency of usage is also important in measuring NB. For example, concurrent QoS based 
session may require multiple dedicated bearers.  
In order to decide the average application usage behavior, subscribers have been divided into 
three categories: i) light use subscribers, ii) medium use subscribers, and iii) heavy use 
subscribers. The light users infrequently use the basic services and these services are less QoS 
constrained which can be served by the default bearer. The medium users more frequently use the 
QoS based services along with the basic services. The heavy users frequently and concurrently 
use the QoS based services and the basic services. Table 5-2 shows services used by the 
subscribers of each profiles.  
Table 5-2: Subscribers profile information. 
Subscriber type Services Frequency of 
dedicated bearer 
usage 
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Based on the assumption in Table 5-2, there can be subscribers of different profiles in the 
average UE arrival rate. That means the average number of bearers opened by those 
subscribers varies. Three different scenarios are presented in Table 5-3 for different 
mixture of user profiles. 
Table 5-3: Different user profile in UE arrival rate. 
        Category Light Use Medium Use Heavy Use 
Light Mix 70% 20% 10% 
Balanced Mix 50% 30% 20% 
Heavy Mix 35% 35% 30% 
 
5.4 Numerical Results for Bandwidth Calculation  
This section presents some numerical results on the bandwidth analysis based on the proposed 
methods for various UE arrival rates and profiles. Figure 5-5 shows the bandwidth usage at the 
EPC against different UE arrival rate for different subscribers mix. It is noted that the presence of 














































Conclusion and Future Works 
With increasing reliance on mobile networks, service or infrastructure failures have severe 
economic impact on the operators and customers. As a result, more attention has been paid to the 
issues of service survivability and the failure recovery in the cellular networks. But failure 
recovery with the strategy of service continuity is complex in telecommunication world and 
demands stringent requirements and costly implementation plan. Motivated by the SON 
functionalities of LTE, this thesis presents a self-healing approach for the control and data plane 
network elements of LTE EPC – the MME and S-GW failures. The assumption about the nature 
of failure is that the MME/S-GW does not fail gracefully. In order to ensure seamless service 
continuity, the self-healing scheme discussed two fault-tolerant EPC architectures, the centralized 
active-backup configurations and distributed active-active configurations. Cost-performance 
trade-offs can be an important criteria to the operators for selecting an appropriate architecture.  
In order to demonstrate the performance, the self-healing schemes were modeled for the active-
backup and active-active scenarios using the centralized approach. Simulations were conducted to 
investigate various factors in terms of restoration time, message overhead, bandwidth usage and 
different kinds of delays (e.g., EPS bearer delay) involved in two architectural configurations 
with different failure scenarios and subscribers base. The simulation results showed that the 
proposed approach performs reasonably well in terms of recovering services if resources are 
properly provisioned. We configured congestion or overload in the backhaul network in the 
simulation which results in significant bearer re-creation delay and caused performance 




configuration (N:1 active-backup configuration) performs better than the active-active 
configuration in terms of restoration delay.  
An analysis was presented on the signaling load at the EPC due to simultaneous re-attachment of 
the failed UEs during the recovery process. Numerical results show that number of sessions or 
bearers in a UE and corresponding bearer re-creation process have significant impact in terms of 
signaling congestion.  
Moreover, operational procedures of the proposed schemes incur signaling interactions between 
different network elements. The bandwidth requirements for the signaling are analyzed to 
understand their potential implication for the backhaul network design. The UE context 
replication process between the active and backup MME/S-GWs requires more bandwidth than 
other procedures. To estimate the bandwidth requirements in this regard, it is necessary to 
determine the frequency of the bearer usage by the subscribers. In order to facilitate that, 
          ’       w   d   d d      several user profiles based on the frequency of usage. 
Simulation results show that the bandwidth requirements increase significantly with the presence 
of subscribers who frequently uses dedicated bearers. 
As future plan, it is suggested to study the self-healing solutions in the LTE-A network where the 
EPC supports large number of relay nodes which are used to increase the capacity and coverage 
of the network. Another extension is to design efficient self-healing scheme for the heterogeneous 
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